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ABSTRACT
Numerous software systems are highly configurable and provide a myriad of configuration options that users can tune to fit their functional and performance requirements (e.g., execution time). Measuring all configurations of a system is the most obvious way to understand the effect of options and their interactions, but is too costly or infeasible in practice. Numerous works thus propose to measure only a few configurations (a sample) to learn and predict the performance of any combination of options’ values. A challenging issue is to sample a small and representative set of configurations that leads to a good accuracy of performance prediction models. A recent study devised a new algorithm, called distance-based sampling, that obtains state-of-the-art accurate performance predictions on different subject systems. In this paper, we replicate this study through an in-depth analysis of x264, a popular and configurable video encoder. We systematically measure all 1,152 configurations of x264 with 17 input videos and two quantitative properties (encoding time and encoding size). Our goal is to understand whether there is a dominant sampling strategy over the very same subject system (x264), i.e., whatever the workload and targeted performance properties. The findings from this study show that random sampling leads to more accurate performance models. However, without considering random, there is no single “dominant” sampling, instead different strategies perform best on different inputs and non-functional properties, further challenging practitioners and researchers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Configurable software systems offer a multitude of configuration options that can be combined to tailor the systems’ functional behavior and performance (e.g., execution time, memory consumption). Options often have a significant influence on performance properties that are hard to know and model a priori. There are numerous possible options values, logical constraints between options, and subtle interactions among options [15, 25, 46, 51, 52] that can have an effect while quantitative properties such as execution time are themselves challenging to comprehend.

Measuring all configurations of a configurable system is the most obvious path to e.g., find a well-suited configuration, but is too costly or infeasible in practice. Machine-learning techniques address this issue by measuring only a subset of configurations (known as sample) and then using these configurations’ measurements to build a performance model capable of predicting the performance of other configurations (i.e., configurations not measured before). Several works thus follow a “sampling, measuring, learning” process [3, 15, 20–23, 27, 40, 42, 43, 46, 51, 52, 60, 63, 64]. A crucial step is the way the sampling is realized, since it can drastically affect the performance model accuracy [25, 46]. Ideally, the sample should be small to reduce the cost of measurements and representative of the configuration space to reduce prediction errors. The sampling phase involves a number of difficult activities: (1) picking configurations that are valid and conform to constraints among options – one needs to resolve a satisfiability problem; (2) instrumenting the executions and observations of software for a variety of configurations – it might have a high computational cost especially when measuring performance aspects of software; (3) guaranteeing a coverage of the configuration space to obtain a representative sample set. An ideal coverage includes all influential configuration options by covering different kinds of interactions relevant to performance. Otherwise, the learning may hardly generalize to the whole configuration space.

With the promise to select a small and representative sample set of valid configurations, several sampling strategies have been devised in the last years [46]. For example, random sampling aims to cover the configuration space uniformly while coverage-oriented sampling selects the sample set according to a coverage criterion (e.g., t-wise sampling to cover all combinations of t selected options). Recently, Kaltenecker et al. [25] analyzed 10 popular real-world software systems and found that their novel proposed sampling strategy, called diversified distance-based sampling, dominates five other sampling strategies by decreasing the cost of labelling software configurations while minimizing the prediction errors.

In this paper, we conduct a replication of this preliminary study by exclusively considering the x264 case, a configurable video encoder. Though we only consider one particular configurable system, we make vary its workloads (with the use of 17 input videos) and measured two performance properties (encoding time and encoding size) over 1,152 configurations. Interestingly, Kaltenecker et al. [25] also analyzed the same 1,152 configurations of x264, but a fixed...
input video was used and only the time was considered. The goal of our experiments is to determine whether sampling strategies considered in [25] over different subject systems are as effective on the same configurable system, but with different factors possibly influencing the distribution of the configuration space. A hypothesis is that practitioners of a configurable system can rely on a one-size-fits-all sampling strategy that is cost-effective whatever the factors influencing the distribution of its configuration space. On the contrary, another hypothesis is that practitioners should change their sampling strategy each time an input (here: videos) or a performance property is targeted.

We investigate to what extent sampling strategies are sensitive to different workloads of the x264 configurable system and different performance properties: What are the most effective sampling strategies? Is random sampling a strong baseline? Is there a dominant sampling strategy that practitioners can always rely on? To this end, we systematically report the influence of sampling strategies on the accuracy of performance predictions and on the robustness of prediction accuracy.

Our contributions are as follows:

- We rank six sampling strategies based on a unified benchmark over seventeen different inputs and two non-functional properties. We show that the ranking of non-random sampling strategies is quite unstable, being heavily sensitive to input video and targeted performance property. We gather preliminary insights about the effectiveness of some sampling strategies on some videos and performances;
- We compare our results to the previous study of x264 [25], that was based on the use of a single input video and measurements of encoding time. Through our experimental results, we find that for the non-functional property encoding time uniform random sampling dominates all the others sampling strategies w.r.t. prediction accuracy for a majority of cases, as in Kallenecker et al. [25];
- We have made all the artifacts from our replication study publicly available at https://github.com/jualvespereira/ICPE2020.

With respect to the categorized research methods by Stol et al. [57], our paper mainly contributes to a knowledge-seeking study. Specifically, we perform a field experiment of x264, a highly-configurable system and mature project. We gain insights about performance properties using a large corpus of configurations and input videos.

Audience. Researchers and practitioners in configurable systems and performance engineering shall benefit from our sampling experiments and insights. We discuss impacts of our results for practitioners (How to choose a sampling strategy?) and for the research community (e.g., on the design and assessment of sampling strategies).

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce basic concepts of configurable software systems and motivate the use of learning techniques in this field. Furthermore, we briefly describe six state-of-the-art sampling strategies used in our experiments.

2.1 Learning Software Configuration Spaces

x264 is a command-line tool to encode video streams into the H.264/MPEG-4 AVC format. Users can configure x264 through the selection of numerous options, some having an effect on the time needed to encode a video, on the quality or the size of the output video, etc. A configuration of x264 is an assignment of values to options. In our study and as in [25], we only consider Boolean options that can be selected or deselected. As in most configurable systems, not all combinations of options are valid due to constraints among options. For instance, ref_1, ref_5, and ref_9 are mutually exclusive and at least one of these options should be selected.

Executing and measuring every valid configuration to know about its performance or identify the performance-optimal one is often unfeasible or costly. To overcome this problem, machine learning techniques rely on a small and representative sample of configurations (see Figure 1). Each configuration of the sample is executed and labelled with a performance measurement (e.g., encoding time). The sample is then used for training a learning algorithm (i.e., a regressor) that builds a performance model capable of predicting the performance of unmeasured configurations. The performance model may lead to prediction errors. The overall goal is to obtain high accuracy roughly computed as the difference between actual performances and predicted performances (more details are given hereafter). How to efficiently sample, measure, and learn is subject to intensive research [46]. In case important (interactions among) options are not included in the training set, the learning phase can hardly generalize to the whole population of configurations. Hence, sampling is a crucial step of the overall learning process with an effect on the accuracy of the prediction model.

2.2 Sampling Strategies

Several sampling strategies have been proposed in the literature about software product lines and configurable systems [46, 62, 66].

Sampling for testing. Some works consider sampling for the specific case of testing configurations. There is not necessarily a learning phase and the goal of sampling is mostly to find and cover as many faults as possible. For instance, Medeiros et al. compared 10 sampling algorithms to detect different faults in configurable systems [35]. Arcuri et al. theoretically demonstrate that a uniform random sampling strategy may outperform coverage-based sampling [5] (see hereafter). Halin et al. demonstrated that uniform random sampling forms a strong baseline for faults and failure efficiency on the JHipster case [17]. Varshosaz et al. [66] conducted a survey of sampling for testing configurable systems. Though the purpose differs, some of these sampling strategies are also relevant and considered in the context of performance prediction.

Sampling for learning. Pereira et al. [46] review several sampling strategies specifically used for learning configuration spaces. We now present an overview of six sampling strategies also considered in [25] and used in our study. All strategies have the merit of being agnostic of the domain (no specific knowledge or prior analysis are needed) and are directly applicable to any configurable system.

Random sampling aims to cover the configuration space uniformly. Throughout the paper, we refer to random as uniform random sampling. The challenge is to select one configuration amongst all the valid ones in such a way each configuration receives an equal probability to be included in the sample. An obvious solution is to enumerate all valid configurations and randomly pick a sample from the whole population. However, enumerative approaches...
quickly do not scale with a large number of configurations. Oh et al. [43] rely on binary decision di- diagrams to compactly represent a configuration space, which may not scale for very large systems [36]. Another line of research is to rely on satisfiability (SAT) solvers. For instance, UniGen [8, 9] uses a hashing-based variable selection heuristics, which can have an effect on the explo-
gation of valid configurations. Henard et al. [25].

When random sampling is not applicable, several alternate techniques have been proposed typically by sacrificing some uniformity for a substantial increase in performance.

**Solver-based.** Many works rely on off-the-shelf constraint solver, such as SAT4j [31] or Z3 [12], for sampling. For instance, a random seed can be set to the Z3 solver and internally influences the variable selection heuristics, which can have an effect on the exploitation of valid configurations. Henard et al. noticed that solvers’ internal order yields non-uniform (and predictable) exploration of the configuration space [18]. Hence, these strategies do not guarantee true randomness as in uniform random sampling. Often the sample set consists of a locally clustered set of configurations.

**Randomized solver-based.** To weaken the locality drawback of solver-based sampling, Henard et al. change the order of variables and constraints at each solver run. This strategy, called randomized solver-based sampling in Kaltenecker et al. [25], increases diversity of configurations. Though it cannot give any guarantees about randomness, the diversity may help to capture important interactions between options for performance prediction.

**Coverage-based sampling** aims to optimize the sample with regards to a coverage criterion. Many criteria can be considered such as statement coverage that requires the analysis of the source code.

In this paper and as in Kaltenecker et al. [25], we rely on $t$-wise sampling [11, 24, 30]. This sampling strategy selects configurations to cover all combinations of $t$ selected options. For instance, pair-wise ($t=2$) sampling covers all pairwise combinations of options being selected. There are different methods to compute $t$-wise sampling. As in [25], we rely on the implementation of Siegmund et al. [53].

**Distance-based.** Kaltenecker et al. [25] propose distance-based sampling. The idea is to cover the configuration space by selecting configurations according to a given probability distribution (typically a uniform distribution) and a distance metric. The underlying benefit is that distance-based sampling can better scale compared to an enumerative-based random sampling, while the generated samples are closed to those obtained with a uniform random.

**Diversified distance-based sampling** is a variant of distance-based sampling [25]. The principle is to increase diversity of the sample set by iteratively adding configurations that contain the least frequently selected options. The intended benefit is to avoid missing the inclusion of some (important) options in the process.

### 2.3 Sampling Effect on x264

This paper aims to replicate the study of Kaltenecker et al. [25]. While Kaltenecker et al. analyse a wide variety of systems from different domains, we focus on the analysis of a single configurable system. Compared to that paper, our study enables a deeper analysis of sampling strategies over the possible influences of inputs and performance properties. Specifically, we analyze a set of seventeen input videos and two non-functional properties. As in [25], we collect results of 100 independent experiments to increase statistical confidence and external validity. We aim at exploring whether the results obtained in [25] may be generalized over different variations of a single configurable system. Interestingly, numerous papers have specifically considered the x264 configurable system for assessing their proposals [15, 21, 22, 43, 46, 51, 58, 63, 64], but a fixed performance property or input video is usually considered. Jamshidi et al. [21] explore the impacts of versions, workloads, and hardware of several configurable systems, including x264. However, the effect of sampling strategies was not considered. In [22], sampling
strategies for transfer learning were investigated; we are not considering such scenarios in our study. Overall, given a configurable system like x264, practitioners face the problem of choosing the right techniques for "sampling, measuring, learning". Specifically, we aim to understand what sampling strategy to use and whether there exists a sampling to rule any configuration space of x264.

The use of different input videos obviously changes the raw and absolute performance values, but it can also change the overall distribution of configuration measurements. Figure 2 gives two distributions over two input videos for the performance property size for the whole population of valid configurations. Pearson correlation between the performance measurements of x264$_2$ and x264$_{15}$ is -0.35, suggesting a weak, negative correlation. The differences among distributions question the existence of a one-size-fits-all sampling capable of generating a representative sample set whatever the input videos or performance properties. Another hypothesis is that the way the sampling is done can pay off for some distributions but not for all.

Given the vast variety of possible input videos and performance properties that may be considered, the performance variability of configurations grows even more. Our aim is to investigate how such factors affect the overall prediction accuracy of different sampling strategies: Is there a dominant sampling strategy for performance prediction of the same configurable system?

3 DESIGN STUDY

In this section, we introduce our research questions, the considered subject system, and the experiment setup.

3.1 Research Questions

We conducted a series of experiments to evaluate six sampling strategies and to compare our results to the original results in [25]. We aim at answering the following two research questions:

- **(RQ1)** What is the influence of using different sampling strategies on the accuracy of performance predictions over different inputs and non-functional properties?
- **(RQ2)** What is the influence of randomness of using different sampling strategies on the robustness of prediction accuracy?

It is not new the claim that the prediction accuracy of machine learning extensively depends on the sampling strategy. The originality of the research question is to what extent are performance prediction models of the same configurable system (here: x264) sensitive to other factors, such as different inputs and non-functional properties. To address RQ1, we analyze the sensitivity of the prediction accuracy of sampling strategies to these factors. Since most of the considered sampling strategies use randomness, which may considerably affect the prediction accuracy, RQ2 quantitatively compares whether the variances (over 100 runs) on prediction accuracy between different sampling strategies and sample sizes differ significantly. We show that the sampling prediction accuracy and robustness hardly depends on the definition of performance (i.e., encoding time or encoding size). As in Kaltenecker et al. [25], we have excluded t-wise sampling from RQ2, as it is also deterministic in our setting and does not lead to variations.

3.2 Subject System

We conduct an in-depth study of x264, a popular and highly configurable video encoder implemented in C. We choose x264 instead of the other case studies documented in Kaltenecker et al. [25] because x264 demonstrated more promising accuracy results to the newest proposed sampling approach (i.e., diversified distance-based sampling). With this study, we aim at investigating, for instance, whether diversified distance-based sampling also dominates across different variations of x264 (i.e., inputs, performance properties). As benchmark, we encoded 17 different input videos from raw YUV to the H.264 codec and measured two quantitative properties (encoding time and encoding size).

- Encoding time (in short time): how many seconds x264 takes to encode a video.
- Encoding size of the output video (in short size): compression size (in bytes) of an output video in the H.264 format.

All measurements have been performed over the same version of x264 and on a grid computing infrastructure called IGRIDA$^1$. Importantly, we used the same hardware characteristics for all performance measurements. In Table 1, we provide an overview of the encoded input videos. This number of inputs allows us to draw conclusions about the practicality of sampling strategies for diversified conditions of x264.

To control measurement bias while measuring execution time, we have repeated the measurements several times. We report in Table 1 how many times we have repeated the time measurements of all 1,152 configurations for each video input. the number of

---

$^1$http://igrida.gforge.inria.fr/
we conducted experiments using three different sample sizes. To ensure we have a stable set of measurements (according to RSD results), independent of the machine.

Table 1: Overview of encoded input videos including the number of times we measured the encoding time in order to ensure we have a stable set of measurements (according to RSD results), independent of the machine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>video</th>
<th>#times</th>
<th>stability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x264_0 bridge_far_cif.y4m</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.010127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_1 ice_cif.y4m</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.004476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_2 flower_sif.y4m</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.036826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_3 claire_qcif.y4m</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.086958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_4 sintel_trailer_2k_480p24.y4m</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.009481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_5 football_cif.y4m</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.029640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_6 crowd_run_1080p50.y4m</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.005503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_7 blue_sky_1080p25.y4m</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.010468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_8 FourPeople_1280x720_60.y4m</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.011258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_9 sunflower_1080p25.y4m</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.006066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_10 deadline_cif.y4m</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.014536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_11 bridge_close_cif.y4m</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.009892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_12 husky_cif.y4m</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.028564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_13 tennis_sif.y4m</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.044731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_14 riverbed_1080p25.y4m</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.007625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_15 720p50_parkrun_ter_cif.y4m</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.010531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_16 soccer_4cif.y4m</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.011847</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

replications has been increased to reach a standard deviation of less than 10%. Since measurements are costly, we set the repetition to up 30 times given 1-hour restriction from where we got the #times in Table 1. We repeated the measurements at least three times and at most 23 times and retained the average execution time for each configuration. The stability column reports whether the configuration measurements for a given input video are stable (Relative Standard Deviation - RSD). For example, measurements have been repeated 5 times for video 0 (bridge_far_cif.y4m) and the measurements present low RSD of ≈ 1%. Although the RSD measure for Video 3 (claire_qcif.y4m) is higher compared to the others, the deviation still remains lower than 10% (i.e., RSD ≈ 8.7%). We provide the variability model and the measurements of each video input for encoding time and encoding size on our supplementary website.

3.3 Experiment Setup

In our experiments, the independent variables are the choice of the input videos, the predicted non-functional-property, the sample strategies and the sample sizes.

For comparison, we used the same experiment design than in Kaltenecker et al. [25]. To evaluate the accuracy of different sampling strategies over different inputs and non-functional-properties, we conducted experiments using three different sample sizes. To be able to use the same sample sizes for all sampling strategies, we consider the sizes from t-wise sampling with t=1, t=2, and t=3. As described in Section 2.2, t-wise sampling covers all combinations of t configuration options being selected. We learn a performance model based on the sample sets along with the corresponding performance measurements defined by the different sampling strategies. Although several machine-learning techniques have been proposed in the literature with this purpose [46], such as linear regression [10, 20, 21, 25–27, 33, 39, 50, 52, 54, 67], classification and regression trees (CART) [2, 16, 21, 28, 39–42, 48, 51, 56, 58, 60, 63, 64, 68–71], and random forest [3, 6, 49, 61, 63]. In this paper, we use stepwise multiple linear regression [52] as in Kaltenecker et al. [25]. According to Kaltenecker et al. [25], multiple linear regression is often as accurate as CART and random forests.

To calculate the prediction error rate, we use the resulting performance models to predict the performance of the entire dataset of valid configurations C. We calculate the error rate of a prediction model in terms of the mean relative error (MRE - Equation 1). MRE is used to estimate the accuracy between the exact measurements and the predicted one.

\[
\text{MRE} = \frac{1}{|C|} \sum_{c \in C} \left| \frac{\text{measured}_c - \text{predicted}_c}{\text{measured}_c} \right|
\]

Where C is the set of all valid configurations used as the validation set, and measured_c and predicted_c indicate the measured and predicted values of performance for configuration c with c ∈ C, respectively. The exact value of measured_c is measured at runtime while running the configuration c, and the predicted values of predicted_c is computed based on the model built with a sample of configurations t (see Section 2.2). To address RQ1, we computed the mean error rate for each input video and sample size. A lower error rate indicates a higher accuracy. Then, we use a Kruskal-Wallis test [29] and pair-wise one-sided Mann-Whitney U tests [34] to identify whether the error rate of two sampling strategies differs significantly (p < 0.05) [4]. In addition, we compute the effect size \( \hat{A}_{12} \) [65] (small(<0.56), medium(<0.64), and large(>0.71)) to easily compare the error rates of two sampling strategies.

To address RQ2, we compute the variance across the error rates over 100 runs. A lower variance indicates higher robustness. First, we use Levene’s test [32] to identify whether the variances of two sampling strategies differ significantly from each other. Then, for these sampling strategies, we perform a one-sided F-tests [55] to compare pair-wisely the variance between sampling strategies.

All sampling and learning experiments have been performed on the same machine with Intel Core i7 CPU 2.2 GHz and 4GB RAM. To reduce fluctuations in the values of dependent variables caused by randomness (e.g., the random generation of input samples), we evaluated each combination of the independent variables 100 times. That is, for each input video, non-functional property, sampling strategy and sampling size, we instantiated our experimental settings and measured the values of all dependent variables 100 times with random seeds from 1 to 100.

4 RESULTS

We compare six sampling strategies: t-wise, solver-based, randomized solver-based, distance-based, diversified distance-based, and random. Next, we present the results regarding prediction accuracy (RQ1, Section 4.1) and robustness (RQ2, Section 4.2).
Table 2: Error rates of t-wise, (randomized) solver-based, (diversified) distance-based, and random sampling for the prediction of encoding time for 17 input videos of x264. The bottom row contains the MRE mean across all input videos. The best results per input video and sample size are highlighted in bold if the Mann-Whitney U test reported a significant difference ($p < 0.05$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Coverage-based</th>
<th>Solver-based</th>
<th>Randomized solver-based</th>
<th>Distance-based</th>
<th>Diversified distance-based</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$t=1$</td>
<td>$t=2$</td>
<td>$t=3$</td>
<td>$t=1$</td>
<td>$t=2$</td>
<td>$t=3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_0</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
<td>24.0%</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
<td>27.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_1</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
<td>26.9%</td>
<td>23.7%</td>
<td>24.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_2</td>
<td>29.3%</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_3</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
<td>25.2%</td>
<td>25.3%</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_4</td>
<td>21.8%</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
<td>23.9%</td>
<td>21.2%</td>
<td>22.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_5</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>28.8%</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_6</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
<td>18.1%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
<td>28.5%</td>
<td>29.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_7</td>
<td>23.3%</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td>12.0%</td>
<td>20.2%</td>
<td>25.3%</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_8</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>23.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_9</td>
<td>23.4%</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
<td>29.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_10</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
<td>24.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_11</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_12</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
<td>26.2%</td>
<td>21.2%</td>
<td>21.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_13</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_14</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
<td>34.3%</td>
<td>39.5%</td>
<td>40.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_15</td>
<td>26.2%</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>23.2%</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
<td>27.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x264_16</td>
<td>22.9%</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>22.1%</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
<td>25.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>24.8%</td>
<td>25.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: $p$ values from a one-sided pair-wise Mann-Whitney U test for the property encoding time, where we tested pair-wise whether the error rate of the sampling strategy from the row is significantly lower than the error rate of the sampling strategy from the column, for different sample sizes. The effect size is included for every significant result ($p < 0.05$), where we consider the effect as small, medium, and large when $A_{12}$ is over 0.56, 0.64, and 0.71, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coverage-based</th>
<th>Solver-based</th>
<th>Randomized solver-based</th>
<th>Distance-based</th>
<th>Diversified distance-based</th>
<th>Random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$t=1$</td>
<td>$t=2$</td>
<td>$t=3$</td>
<td>$t=1$</td>
<td>$t=2$</td>
<td>$t=3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$A_{12}$</td>
<td>$A_{12}$</td>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>$A_{12}$</td>
<td>$A_{12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage-based</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solver-based</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized solver-based</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance-based</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversified distance-based</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Results RQ1—Prediction Accuracy

In Tables 2 and 4, we show the MRE for the different sampling strategies and sample sizes for both encoding time and encoding size, respectively. In the bottom row, we provide the MRE mean over all input videos. As in Kaltenenecker et al. [25], for each input video and sample-set size we highlight the lowest, statistically significant MRE in bold.

4.1.1 Input Sensitivity: Encoding Time

Random sampling performs best to all other sampling strategies or similar to the best one for $t=1$, $t=2$, and $t=3$ (except for a few input videos – x264_1, x264_3, x264_7, x264_9, x264_10, x264_11 for $t=1$). We observe that for $t=1$ diversified distance-based sampling outperforms random sampling for seven input videos (x264_3, x264_4, x264_5, x264_7, x264_8, x264_9, x264_10, x264_11). Overall, diversified distance-based sampling produces partially good results (close to random sampling). Diversified distance-based sampling outperforms the pure distance based sampling, however their error rates are very similar for $t=1$.

Solver-based sampling results in inaccurate performance models for all input videos and sample-set sizes. $t$-wise sampling performs overall better than solver-based sampling; randomized solver-based sampling performs best when only a very limited number of samples are considered (i.e., $t=1$).

Table 3 reports the p value ($A_{12}$) of the Mann-Whitney U test. This table shows whether the sampling strategy of the row has a significantly lower error rate than the sampling strategy of the column. To this end, we first performed Kruskal-Wallis tests for all sample sizes ($t=1$, $t=2$, and $t=3$). Then, whether we identified p values less than 0.05, indicating that, at least, two strategies differ significantly for each sample size [25], we performed one-sided Mann-Whitney U tests pair-wise and, if significant (p < 0.05), we report the effect sizes in Table 3.

The first row shows that $t$-wise sampling has significantly lower error rates than solver-based sampling and randomized solver-based sampling for $t=2$ and $t=3$, with large effect sizes. In the second and third rows, we observe that solver-based sampling performs
Table 4: Error rates of t-wise, (randomized) solver-based, (diversified) distance-based, and random sampling for the prediction of encoding size for 17 input videos of x264. The bottom row contains the MRE mean across all input videos. The best results per input video and sample size are highlighted in bold if the Mann-Whitney U test reported a significant difference (p < 0.05).

Table 5: p values from a one-sided pair-wise Mann-Whitney U test for the property encoding size, where we tested pair-wisely whether the error rate of the sampling strategy from the row is significantly lower than the error rate of the sampling strategy from the column, for different sample sizes. The effect size is included for every significant result (p < 0.05), where we consider the effect as small, medium, and large when \( \hat{A}_{12} \) is over 0.56, 0.64, and 0.71, respectively.

For the property encoding time, uniform random sampling yields the most accurate performance models. Diversified distance-based sampling produces good results when a very limited number of samples are considered (i.e., t=1) and almost reaches the accuracy of random when the sample sizes increase.

4.1.2 Input Sensitivity: Encoding Size. Random sampling and randomized solver-based sampling perform best to all other sampling strategies or similar to the best sampling for all input videos for sample sizes t=2 and t=3 (except for x264_4). For these sample sizes, most of the error rates of solver-based and diversified distance-based come close to random and randomized solver-based (e.g., x264_4 and x264_5). For t=1, solver-based sampling leads to lower error rates for most of the inputs.

It is important to note that the results in Table 4 are quite unstable compared to the results in Table 2. For example, random is the best sampling strategy for the input video x264_12, while a
randomized solver-based sampling win for the input video \( x_{2641} \), and \( t \)-wise sampling win for the input video \( x_{26415} \). Also, the accuracy heavily depends on the sampling size. For example, for the input video \( x_{26414} \), for \( t=1 \) randomized solver-based sampling yields the most accurate performance models; while for \( t=2 \) and \( t=3 \) solver-based outperforms the other sampling strategies.

In Table 5, we apply one-sided Mann-Whitney U tests pair-wisely to compare pairs of sampling strategies. The first row shows that \( t \)-wise sampling has a significantly lower error rate than distance-based sampling for \( t=1 \), \( t=2 \), and \( t=3 \) with small, large and medium effect sizes, respectively; \( t \)-wise sampling has also significantly lower error rates than diversified distance-based for \( t=1 \).

In the second row, we see that solver-based sampling leads to lower error rates than all other sampling strategies for \( t=1 \) with medium and large effect sizes. Solver-based, randomized solver-based, and diversified distance-based lead to lower error rates than \( t \)-wise for \( t=2 \) and \( t=3 \); and distance-based for \( t=1 \), \( t=2 \) and \( t=3 \). Overall, distance-based sampling leads to higher or similar error rates than other sampling strategies. Finally, we can notice that on average random leads to significantly lower error rates than all other strategies (except for solver-based sampling for \( t=1 \)).

For the property encoding size, random sampling and randomized solver-based sampling outperform all other sampling strategies for most of the input videos with sample sizes \( t=2 \) and \( t=3 \); and solver-based sampling outperforms for sample sizes \( t=1 \). Overall, random, randomized solver-based, solver-based, and diversified distance-based present good and similar accuracy for \( t=2 \) and \( t=3 \). Differently from our previous results (for time), there is not a clear winner.

### 4.2 Results RQ2—Robustness

We repeated each experiment 100 times for each sampling strategy and sample size, from which we obtained the distribution of mean error rates. We use the Levene’s test to check whether there are significantly different variances between sampling strategies. In cases where we found significant variances, we performed pair-wisely one-sided F-tests. We show the results in Tables 6 and 7. Notice that we excluded \( t \)-wise sampling as it is a deterministic sampling and does not lead to any variations.

#### 4.2.1 Encoding Time

In the second and third rows of Table 6, we can see that randomized solver-based sampling and distance-based sampling have a significantly lower variance than solver-based sampling for \( t=1 \) and \( t=2 \); the same also applies for random with \( t=1 \). In the two last rows, we observe that diversified distance-based and random have a lower variance than solver-based for \( t=1 \); both sampling have also lower variance than randomized solver-based and distance-based, for \( t=2 \) and \( t=3 \). Diversified distance-based has a significantly lower variance than random sampling for all sample sizes. Finally, random has a lower variance than \( t \)-wise for \( t=1 \); and randomized solver-based and distance-based for \( t=2 \) and \( t=3 \).

For the property encoding time, diversified distance-based sampling is more robust than the other sampling strategies.

#### 4.2.2 Encoding Size

In the first row of Table 7, we can see that solver-based sampling has a significantly lower variance than distance-based for \( t=2 \). In the second row, we can see that randomized solver-based sampling has a significantly lower variance than solver-based sampling on all sample sizes. Randomized solver-based sampling also has a significantly lower variance than distance-based sampling for \( t=2 \) and \( t=3 \); and diversified distance-based sampling for \( t=2 \). When it comes to the diversified distance-based sampling,
it leads to a significantly lower variance than the other sampling strategies, except for randomized solver-based (t=2) and random. In the last row, we observe that random has the lowest variance.

For the property encoding size, uniform random sampling is more robust than the other sampling strategies.

### 5 DISCUSSION

The surprising effectiveness of coverage-based sampling. Why is t-wise sampling more effective for the input video x264? For x264, the performance distribution is rather unique compared to the others (see Figure 2b, page 4). To investigate why t-wise is more effective on this distribution, we analyzed the set of selected features by t-wise. We aim at understanding which features are frequently included in the sampling and how their frequencies differ from random. We recall that t-wise sampling is not subject to randomness and is the same for any video and for encoding time or size. We observed that the t-wise sampling prioritizes the feature no_mbtree to false, i.e., no_mbtree is most of the time deactivated (it is not the case in random that has a good balance). To better understand the importance of no_mbtree for x264, we used (1) a random forest for computing so-called feature importance [7, 13, 37, 45] and (2) polynomial regressions for computing coefficients of options and pair-wise interactions among options [14, 50, 68]. We found that no_mbtree has a feature importance of 0.97 (out of 1) for encoding size (see our supplementary website). We also found that the feature no_mbtree has a strong negative effect on video x264. As for solver-based sampling, t-wise sampling relies on clustered zones (see Section 2.2) that are crucial for performance prediction of x264. However, for other input videos, the coverage criterion is not well-suited.

The surprising effectiveness of solver-based sampling. For the property encoding size, we observe good accuracy predictions for three sampling strategies: random, randomized solver-based, and solver-based. Why solver-based sampling strategies are sometimes more effective than random for size? We further analyzed the set of frequently selected features by these strategies for both experiments of time and size. We observe that the randomized solver-based and solver-based strategies were very effective to capture “clustered” effects of important options for size. In particular, randomized solver-based tend to follow a similar strategy as t-wise: no_mbtree option is most of the time false in the sample set. For t=1, no_mbtree option is always set to false. The employed solver-based sampling strategy relies on a random seed which defines clustering zones (see Section 2.2) that cover the most influential options. We did observe strong deviations of options’ frequencies in the samples of solver-based sampling strategy compared to random (see our supplementary website). For the prediction of encoding time, the clustering mostly contains features with low significance which may explain the worst accuracy results.

There are several solvers available and each solver has its own characteristics, i.e., the way they pick and thus cluster configurations can drastically change. The assumption that a certain sampling is the best one by comparing it to a solver-based sampling is not reliable since solver-based strategies may cluster by accident the (un-)important options to a specific performance property. Our study calls to propose sampling strategies with predictable and documented properties of the frequencies of options in the sample (e.g., uniform random sampling or distance-based sampling).

Is there a “dominant” sampling strategy when the system performance is measured over the variation of hardware and the version of the target system? We compare our results with the results obtained in Kaltenecker et al. [25] to encode the same (x264) input video Sintel trailer (734 MB). Their measurements were performed on different hardware (Intel Core Q6600 with 4 GB RAM (Ubuntu 14.04)) and over a different version of x264. Diversity distance-based sampling yields the best performance in their settings. In our case, random sampling outperforms diversity distance-based sampling (see Table 8). Thus, we can hypothesize that sampling strategies are also sensitive to different hardware characteristics and software versions (in addition to targeted performance properties and input videos). Further experiments on different hardware and versions are needed though to confirm this hypothesis. There are several questions that arise from this: To what extent are sampling strategies sensitive to different hardware characteristics and software versions? Are the interactions and influence of configuration options on performance consistent across different software versions? Do we experience the same for different performance properties?

**Answering RQ1 (accuracy)** Is there a “dominant” sampling strategy for the x264 configurable system whatever inputs and targeted quantitative properties? For the property encoding time, there is a dominant sampling strategy (i.e., uniform random sampling) as shown in Kaltenecker et al. [25], and thus the sampling can be reused whatever the input video is. For the property encoding size, although the results are similar around some sampling strategies, they differ in a noticeable way from encoding time and suggest a higher input sensitivity. Overall, random is the state-of-the-art sampling strategy but is not a dominant sampling strategy in all cases.
cases, i.e., the ranking of dominance changes significantly given different inputs, properties and sample sizes. A possible hypothesis is that individual options and their interactions can be more or less influential depending on input videos, thus explaining the variations’ effect of sampling over the accuracy. Our results pose a new challenge for researchers: Identifying what sampling strategy is the best given the possible factors influencing the configurations’ performances of a system.

**Answering RQ2 (robustness).** We have quantitatively analyzed the effect of a sampling strategy over the prediction variance. Overall, random (for size) and diversified distance-based (for time and size) have higher robustness. We make the observation that uniform random sampling is not necessarily the best choice when robustness should be considered (but it is for accuracy). In practical terms, practitioners may have to find the right balance between the two objectives. As a sweet-spot between accuracy and robustness, diversified distance-based sampling (for time), and either random or randomized solver-based sampling (for size) are the best candidates. We miss however an actionable metric that could take both accuracy and robustness into account.

**Our recommendations for practitioners** are as follows:

- uniform random sampling is a very strong baseline whatever the inputs and performance properties. In the absence of specific-knowledge, practitioners should rely on this dominant strategy for reaching high accuracy;
- in case uniform random sampling is computationally infeasible, distance-based sampling strategies are interesting alternatives;
- the use of other sampling strategies does not pay off in terms of prediction accuracy. When robustness is considered as important, uniform random sampling is not the best choice and here we recommend diversified distance-based sampling.

**The impacts of our results on configuration and performance engineering research** are as follows:

- as uniform random sampling is effective for learning performance prediction models, additional research effort is worth doing to make it scalable for large instances. Recent results [19, 38, 44, 47] show some improvements, but the question is still open for very large systems (e.g., Linux [1]);
- some sampling strategies are surprisingly effective for specific inputs and performance properties. Our insights suggest the existence of specific sampling strategies that could prioritize specific important (interactions between) options. An open issue is to discover them for any input or performance property;
- performance measurements with similar distributions may be grouped together to enable the search for dominant sampling strategies;
- beating random is possible but highly challenging in all situations;
- it is unclear how factors such as the version or the hardware influence the sensitivity of the sampling effectiveness (and how such influence differs from inputs and performance properties);
- we warn researchers that the effectiveness of sampling strategies for a given configurable system can be biased by the workload and the performance property used.

**6 Threats to Validity**

Despite the effort spent on the replication of the experiments in Kallenecker et al. [25], we describe below some internal and external threats to the validity of this study.

**Internal Validity.** A threat to the internal validity of this study is the selection of the learning algorithm and its parameter settings which may affect the performance of the sampling strategy. We used the state-of-the-art step-wise multiple linear regression algorithm from [52] which has shown promising results in this field [25, 46]. However, we acknowledge that the use of another algorithm may lead to different results. Still, conducting experiments with other algorithms and tuning parameters is an important next step, which is part of our future work.

As another internal threat to validity, our results can be subject to measurement bias. While the property encoding size is stable, the measurement of the property encoding time deserves careful attention. To mitigate any measurement bias, we measured the time from all different input videos multiple times and used the average in our learning procedure. Also, we control external factors like the hardware and workload of the machine by using a grid computing infrastructure called IGRIDA. We take care of using the same hardware and mitigate network-related factors. Using a public grid instead of a private cloud allows us to have control of the resources we used for measuring time. To additionally quantify the influence of measurement bias on our results, we also analyzed their Relative Standard Deviation to prove we have a stable set of measurements.

To assess the accuracy of the sampling strategies and the effect of different inputs, we used MRE since most of the state-of-the-art works use this metric [46]. As in [25], we compute MRE based on the whole population of all valid configurations, i.e., we include the sample used as training to the testing set for comparing sampling strategies. However, according to several authors [16, 40, 41, 46][51, 58–60] the prediction error rate on new data is the most important measurement, i.e., the error rate should not be computed over the training set $t$ used to build the model. As future work, we plan to explore the effectiveness between four well-established resampling methods [46]: hold-out, cross-validation, bootstrapping, and dynamic sector validation.

**External Validity.** A threat to external validity is related to the used case study and the discussion of the results. Because we rely on a specific system and two performance properties, the results may be subject to this system and properties. However, we focused on a single system to be able at making robust and reliable statements about whether a specific sampling strategy can be used for different inputs and performance measurements. We conducted a discussion with all authors of the paper to avoid any confusing interpretation or misunderstanding of the results. Once we are able to demonstrate evidences to x264, we can then perform such an analysis also over other systems and properties to generalize our findings.

---

[^1]: http://igrida.gforge.inria.fr/
We set our dataset to up seventeen input videos and two properties due to budget restrictions. As with all studies, there is an inherent risk to not generalize our findings for other input videos and performance properties (e.g., energy consumption). While the seventeen videos cover a wide range of different input particularities and provided consistent results across the experiments, this is a preliminary study in this direction and future work should consider additional inputs based on an in-depth qualitative study of video characteristics.

7 CONCLUSION
Finding a small sample that represents the important characteristics of the set of all valid configurations of a configurable system is a challenging task. Numerous sampling strategies have been proposed [46] and a recent study [25] have designed an experiment to compare six sampling strategies. However, this study did not investigate whether the strategies developed so far generalize across different inputs and performance properties of the same configurable system. To this end, we replicated this study to investigate the individual effects of 17 input videos on the prediction accuracy of two performance properties. Our results demonstrated that uniform random sampling dominates for most input videos and both performance properties, time and size. There are some cases for which random sampling can be beaten with specific sampling. However, for the other sampling strategies, the prediction accuracy (i.e., the ranking of sampling strategies) can dramatically change based on the input video and sampling size. It has practical implications since users of configurable systems need different inputs and deal with different definitions of performance. Thus, we warn researchers about the sensitivity of a sampling strategy over workloads and performance properties of a configurable system. This work provides a new view of random sampling based on its effective dominance across different inputs and performance properties. Distance-based sampling strategies are other relevant alternatives. Our replication of the original experiment design is a promising starting point for future studies of other configurable systems, consideration of other influential factors (versions, hardware), and the use of specific (e.g., white-box) sampling strategies.
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Sampling Effect on Performance Prediction of Configurable Systems: A Case Study (Artifact)

ABSTRACT
This document contains a stable URL to the artifacts associated with the paper "Sampling Effect on Performance Prediction of Configurable Systems: A Case Study" and provides general instructions to reproduce the presented results and reuse the datasets.

1 STABLE URL WITH THE ARTIFACTS
All resources, artifacts, and detailed procedures to replicate the paper results are available at github.com/jualvespereira/ICPE2020.

2 RESOURCES AND ARTIFACTS
The README.md file contains a detailed roadmap on the technical requirements of how to set up and run the experiments. It is structured into two parts: (1) performance prediction, and (2) aggregation and visualization of results.

2.1 Performance Prediction
To reproduce our results, users must follow the steps below:
- Install Docker: https://docs.docker.com/install/
- Download the container: docker pull hmartinirisa/icpe2020:latest (by invoking this script, all required resources are installed, which might take several minutes).
- Run the container: sudo docker run -it -v "$(pwd)":/docker hmartinirisa/icpe2020 bash
- Go either to the directory Distance-Based_Data_Time or Distance-Based_Data_Size: cd ICPE2020/Distance-Based_Data_Time or cd ICPE2020/Distance-Based_Data_Size.
- For each <sampling-approach> (twise, solvBased, henard, distBased, divDistBased, rand) and <case-study> (x264o, x264i, ..., x264i_k), run the script: ./SPLConquerorExecuter.py <case-study> <sampling-approach> <save-locatio> (example: ./SPLConquerorExecuter.py x264o_0 rand <directory>/ICPE2020/DistanceBased_Data_Time/SupplementaryWebsite/PerformancePredictions/AllExperiments). The experiments will run for 100 random seeds.

Dependencies. The implementation depends on the SPL Conqueror for sampling and learning, and on the z3 Constraint solver to navigate through the configuration space of the configurable system.

Main repository. The main resources and artifacts of this paper are divided into two directories: Distance-Based_Data_Time and Distance-Based_Data_Size. Each directory contains the data related to time and size prediction, respectively. SPLConquerorExecuter.py is the main script to run the experiments and compute the prediction error rates. As input to this script, we need a feature model and the measurements of performance for the input video being considered. The directory SupplementaryWebsite/MeasuredPerformanceValues contains the data for all seventeen analysed input videos, namely x264o, x264i, ..., x264i_k.

- FeatureModel.xml: file containing the description of the configurable system x264.
- measurements.xml: file containing the measured performance values for all valid configurations of an specific input video.
- input_video.txt: file containing the description of the input video we used to measure all valid configurations.

To perform experiments related to a new case study <case-x>, the user must add the case-study name <case-x> into the files SPLConquerorExecutor.py and analyzeRuns.py, and add the files FeatureModel.xml and measurements.xml at a new folder <case-x> into the directory Distance-Based_Data_Time/SupplementaryWebsite/MeasuredPerformanceValues (as an example see these files for x264 case study – more information about the format of these files can be also found at github.com/se-passau/SPLConqueror).

The directory SupplementaryWebsite/PerformancePredictions/AllExperiments contains a set of prediction log files with the experiment results (i.e., error rate). Each sampling error rate is computed 100 times using different random seeds for each input video.
- learn_<sampling-approach>_<sampling-size>:a file containing a list of all input commands used to run SPL Conqueror.
- out_<sampling-approach>_<sampling-size>:log: file containing the error rate of applying a sampling strategy with a certain sample size on an input video (the error rate is the last number in the last line before 'Analyse finished').
- sampledConfigurations_<sampling-approach>_<sampling-size>.csv: file containing the set of configurations used as input sample to the machine-learning technique.

2.2 Aggregation and Visualization of Results
analyzeRuns.py and ErrorRateTableCreator.py are the main scripts to aggregate and visualize the results. analyzeRuns.py collects all error rates from all 100 runs of all case studies in an unique file all_error_<sampling-approach>_<sampling-size>.txt (see directory PerformancePredictions/AllSummary). Then, the script ErrorRateTableCreator.py reads this file and uses PerformKruskalWallis.R to generate the visualization data available in Tables 2-8 from the paper (see the output tex-files at the directory Latex).
- ./analyzeRuns.py <run-directory> <output-directory>
- ./ErrorRateTableCreator.py <input-directory> <sampling-approaches> <labels> <output-tex>
- <run-directory> is the directory where all runs of all case studies are stored. <output-directory> and <input-directory> are the directories where the aggregated results should be written to and read from, respectively. <sampling-approaches> and <labels> contain the list of sampling approaches to consider and the labels that should be used in the table. <output-tex> contains the directory where the tex-files should be written to.

1These are proprietary artifacts (except the datasets with all computed measurements) from github.com/se-passau/Distance-Based_Data with slightly modifications.

2For detailed explanation on these commands see github.com/se-passau/SPLConqueror
3In the replication process, the generated error rates on this directory must be the same as the provided ones on the directory AllSummary of our GitHub repository for the same sampling approach, sample sizes and random seeds.
4see these command lines example at our repository (README.md).